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A photographic portrait is a pic-
ture of someone who knows he
is being photographed, and
what he does with this knowl-
edge is as much a part of the pho-
tograph as what he’s wearing or
how he looks.

Richard Avedon

(1923-2004)

American photographer

Just a thought

DANCE

‘Ouled Jalleba’
Metro al-Madina, Hamra
Sept. 27, Doors open 9 p.m.
76-309-363
A witness to changes in post-
Jan. 14 Tunisia, dancer and
choreographer Rochdi Belgas-
mi is looking for an alterna-
tive choreographic language,
one that emulates less-known
figures of traditional society.

FILM

‘Toni Erdmann’
Metropolis Cinema-Sofil
Sept. 22, 8 p.m.
www.metropoliscinema.net
Maren Ade’s award winning
comic drama follows Win-
fried Conradi, an entertainer,
as he works to reconnect
with his adult daughter Ines,
a humorless consultant spe-
cializing in talking German
businessmen into sacking
their employees. Screening as
part of German Film Week.

MUSIC 

Tatiana Primak-Khoury
Hariri Auditorium, University
of Balamand, Mar Mikhael 
Sept. 24, 7:30 p.m.
The pianist, Balamand’s artist-
in-residence, will perform a
program of works by Chopin,
Haydn, Liszt and Howrani.

Marie Séférian Quartet 
Brazil-Lebanon Cultural Center,
Mar Mitr Street, Ashrafieh
Sept. 28, 7 p.m.
01-322-905
The jazz vocalist’s quartet
mainly plays Séférian’s com-
positions, whose lyrics alter-
nate between French lyrics
and freely improvised sylla-
bles. With Javier Reyes
(drums), Tim Kleinsorge
(bass) and Niko Meinhold
(piano) Séférian tells stories
of little girls in big castles
and a morning melancholy.

PHOTOGRAPHY

‘Inked Minds’
Galerie de l’Institut Français
du Liban, Damascus Road
Through Sept. 30
01-420-200
In this new photo series,
Lama Mattar unveils portraits
of men and women with exu-
berant tattoos, photographs
that reflect the exclusive visu-
al link between the tattooed
person and their environment.

‘Clashing Realities’
Galerie Tanit
Through Nov. 5
01-562-812
Asking women to wear mili-
tary uniforms while posing
for this portrait series, Lamia
Maria Abillama attempted to
show the extent to which
Lebanon’s society was affect-
ed by decades of conflict.

ART

‘Unravelled’
Beirut Art Center, Jisr al-Wati
Through Nov. 13
01-397-018
Curated by Rachel Dedman
and Marie Muracciole, this
group show examines embroi-
dery in contemporary artistic
practice, specifically how 16
widely-acclaimed internation-
al artists have used embroi-
dery as a means of conceal-
ment, as narrative, as a mark-
er of time and as a form of
gendered labor. 

AGENDA
LEBANON

By Michel Comte
Agence France Presse

TORONTO: The bewitching musi-
cal “La La Land” starring Ryan
Gosling and Emma Stone won the
coveted audience prize of the Toron-
to International Film Festival Sun-
day, giving it a leg-up on the compe-
tition as the Oscars race takes shape.

The joyful, quirky film by writer-
director Damien Chazelle about a
struggling jazz pianist in Los Ange-
les and his actor girlfriend pays trib-
ute to the Golden Age of American
musicals, honoring classics from
“Top Hat” to “Singing in the Rain”
to “Grease.”

It also reunites Gosling and
Stone, who co-starred in the 2011
romantic comedy “Crazy, Stupid,
Love.” This time they perform with
oodles of song.

Mia (Stone) is a wide-eyed
romantic who goes from audition to
audition, usually failing in her quest
to make it big. Sebastian (Gosling)
is a jazz pianist with a mission to
save the medium, and who struggles
to pay his bills.

The pair meet in one of LA’s
famous traffic jams, then meet again
at a bawdy celebrity party. Then they
woo one another in tap- and ball-
room-dancing sequences reminis-
cent of the work of Hollywood icons
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers.

“Now more than ever we need
hope and romance on the big
screen,” said Chazelle, 31, a former
jazz musician whose short-cum-
feature film “Whiplash” (2014)
took home three Oscars out of five
nominations. “There’s something
about musicals. They are movies as
a dreamland, expressing a world in

which you break into song, in which
you can violate the rules of reality.”

“La La Land” opened the Venice
film festival in late August, earning
accolades from critics and moviego-
ers, before screening in Toronto – a
bellwether for Oscar-conscious stu-
dios and distributors.

The picture bursts with enthusi-
asm and happiness from the open-
ing scene – a big dance number on a
freeway with men and women
dressed in sun-kissed yellows, rich
reds and blues dancing on their cars.

Chazelle said he had brought the
love story into the modern day by

setting it in Los Angeles, whose
nickname La-La Land also refers to
a euphoric, dreamlike mental state.

The filmmaker, who has lived in
the sprawling southern California
metropolis for almost a decade, said
it was “a city of loneliness when you
first live there, not a city that offers
itself up.”

In past years, films such as “12
Years a Slave,” “The King’s Speech”
and “Slumdog Millionaire” have
gone from winning TIFF’s people’s
choice award for best picture to take
the top honor at the Oscars.

Earlier this year, Toronto audi-

ence favorite “Spotlight” beat all
predictions to win best picture at the
Academy Awards.

Runners-up for the Toronto prize
this year were first-time filmmaker
Garth Davis’s “Lion,” and Mira
Nair’s “Queen of Katwe” starring
Oscar winner Lupita Nyong’o.
“Queen of Katwe” chronicles the
true story of a Ugandan girl who
pursues her dream of becoming an
international chess champion.

Another powerful real-life tale,
“Lion” follows a young Indian boy
on a 25-year journey to find his fam-
ily after being separated and lost

nearly 1,600 kilometers from home.
Adapted from Saroo Brierley’s auto-
biography, “A Long Way Home,”
the film stars Dev Patel, Nicole Kid-
man and Rooney Mara.

The jury of the International Fed-
eration of Film Critics, known by its
French abbreviation FIPRESCI, rec-
ognized two TIFF features.

In the Discovery program, dedi-
cated to first-time filmmakers,
FIPRESCI feted Mbithi Masya’s
“Kati Kati.” In its remarks, the jury
praised the film’s “generous and poet-
ic tone, not without a degree of anger
at personal and political injustice.”

In the Special Presentations pro-
gram, FIPRESCI presented its
award to Feng Xiaogang for “I Am
Not Madame Bovary,” praising the
film’s “ambitious rendering of a
woman’s Kafkaesque struggle as she
takes on the Chinese legal system,
and sophisticated play of both form
and content.”

The jury of the Toronto Platform
Prize, which sets out to champion
international auteur cinema, gave its
prize to Pablo Larrain’s “Jackie.”
“Our decision was unanimous,” the
jury remarked. “One film ... com-
bined an extraordinary script with
precise direction and unforgettable
acting [exploring] the myth of Amer-
ican Camelot and its preeminent per-
formance by Natalie Portman.”

The Network for the Promotion
of Asian Pacific Cinema, or NET-
PAC, award jury presented its top
honors to Maysaloun Hamoud’s “In
Between” (Bar Bahar), which the
jury praised as a “confident debut
about three contemporary Palestin-
ian women living in Tel Aviv whose
strong bond of sisterhood supports
an exploration and shift in relation-
ships, careers and sexuality.”

La La Land gets TIFF prize ... and an Oscar boost

REVIEW

The portrait in 13 movements

By Jim Quilty
The Daily Star

BEIRUT: On the face of it, a
portrait is just a face. Inno-
cent observers may assume
the depiction conveys a sort

of truth. The face being framed, the
figure’s features, pose, apparel and
setting apparently reflect the sub-
ject’s character.

The photographic portrait can
compound expectations of authen-
ticity. It distracts you from the fact
that training a lens on someone is an
invitation to perform. Subject as she
is to matters of light and time, the
photographer is still the final arbiter
in how a photograph looks. That’s
just for starters.

Periodically Hassan Khan has
worked with portraiture. “The Por-
trait is an Address,” now up at
Beirut Art Center, gathers a selection
of the Egyptian artist’s portrait
works within a single solo exhibi-
tion, his first in Lebanon.

Comprised of 13 individual
pieces, “The Portrait” embraces sev-
eral forms. Complementing the still
photos are video and film works
(with and without soundtrack) and
a single series of cartoon caricatures.

Visitors who bear right as they
enter the gallery will be lured to a
color photo from 2006 called “Unti-
tled” (Alphabet Book C). In this full
portrait, a little boy stands barefoot,
crouched as if the frame of the pho-
to were a low-ceilinged room into
which he had to squeeze himself.
Clenched fists and facial expression
suggest anger.

In this notes to the exhibition, the
artist describes the work as “A self-
portrait through the actions of a
child actor.”

At the far end of the show’s sec-
ond gallery is another still, hung
alone on an alcove wall painted a
conspicuous shade of red. It captures
the oblique portrait of a woman
whose once-black hair is now large-

ly white. Her face wears a look of
well-worn concern, juxtaposed nice-
ly with the trace of floral pattern vis-
ible on her blouse or dress.

Titled “My Mother,” the work is
dated 2013, which may explain her
expression. Khan writes that he took
the photos with a mobile phone
“after six years of thinking about it
and hesitating.”

Back in the first gallery a television
monitor houses the exhibition’s sole
work of self-portraiture. Titled
“sometime/somewhere else,” this
2001 video presents a brief split screen
video of the artist as a young man.

In the top half of the screen, a 15-
year-old Khan is interviewed by a
Swedish film crew for a television
series on young adults. Asked what he
would do if he were running things,
he replies with serious-minded state-
socialist policy positions like import-
substitution and heavy industry.

Immediately below, a 17-year-old
Khan is demonstrating his prowess on
electric guitar. Scrolling between the
two scenes is a list of words the artist
used some years later to characterize

his two youthful performances.
Much of the work in “The Por-

trait” is comprised of still or moving
images but Khan’s writing is a major
part of the show. It takes the form of
standalone pieces – spoken-word
audio works and stencils – as well as
lines scripted for audiovisual mono-
logue and captions accompanying
still and moving images.

The single-channel black-and-
white video “Rant,” 2008, finds a
short-haired young woman enclosed
within a white room, slouching,
twitchy, at one end of a table. The set-
ting is cinematic, reminiscent of a
police interrogation scenario, though
she has the only speaking part and it’s
unclear whether the camera lens is
meant to stand in for an interroga-
tor’s impassive eye or not.

“I’m fed up,” she says.
“I can’t go on.”
In jump-cuts, the camera exam-

ines her hands, her ears, her teeth
gnawing her nails.

“All they want to do is become
famous,” she says intensely, toying
with a cigarette lighter. “They mix
everything up without thinking. ... I
think about them on a daily basis.”

As its title suggests, “Rant” seems
less interested in a naturalistic depic-
tion of a young adult than in cap-
turing a species of emotional inten-
sity and obsessiveness that can char-
acterize young adults.

Other works set aside cinematic
language and photographic conven-
tion and aspire to literary depiction.
Two of these pieces reside in the
show’s first gallery.

The 2013 audio work “Three
Solos” was devised for Paris’ Nuit
Blanche, each of the three pieces with
different musical accompaniment.
As standalone works – which can be
read from stencil or overheard –
these pieces offer snippets of charac-
terization that wouldn’t be out of
place in a short story or novel.

Adjacent “Three Solos” is the
2010 work “Mahmoud El Ansari”
– a wall text stenciled in highly for-
mal, historic-looking (Arabic) font.

Though the figure of Ansari is
clearly a contemporary figure, the
font style colludes with the style of
writing to suggest that the species of
isolation contempt – and self-con-
tempt – he expresses has deep his-
torical resonance.

The works in “The Portrait” range
from individual profiles – fictive and
non-fictive, Egyptians and not – and
expressions of neuroses that charac-
terize the contemporary human con-
dition, afterimages of which various-
ly play upon all our faces.

Matters of form are as varied as
the figures depicted. The video works
run the gamut from the socio-cultur-
al condensation of “Rant” to a very
different sort of precis in his 2010
black-and-white video “GBRL.”

In his notes to the show, Khan
describes this work as the fruit of a
10-day-long effort to produce a
friend’s “interior map of her idea of
self,” which they then shot at her flat
one afternoon. The camera follows
a woman as she makes coffee. She
utters a definitive “Yes.” She puts a
CD in her ghetto blaster. “I will do
it,” she says. Then she raises the

blinds. She goes to the bathroom
and moisturizes. She retrieves a let-
ter from her bag. Eventually she sits
at her table as if to work.

It is, in short, a portrait of a
woman procrastinating, a depiction
that would reside comfortably in a
conventional short film.

More experimental pieces delib-
erately unsettle the premises of por-
traiture. In “G.R.A.H.A.M.,” 2008,
the subject is fixed in the lens of a
film camera for several minutes. The
projection of the portrait is slowed
down so that viewing the portrait
takes longer than recording it.

In “Studies for Structuralist Film
no. 2,” 2013, a series of seated sub-
jects remain stationary while the
camera operator encircles them – the
way Hitchcock’s camera operator
might circle a pair of lovers – defying
each to keep the lens in their gaze.

“The Portrait is an Address” is a
thoughtful, thought-provoking, at
times amusing exhibition, one that’s
particularly in tune with this self-
absorbed era. Khan invites onlook-
ers to entertain questions of how we
are seen, and see.

“The Portrait is an Address” is up at

BAC through Nov. 13. For more, see

www.beirutartcenter.org/exhibitions.

Hassan Khan’s debut
solo show in Beirut is
a multimedia attack
on self-depiction

Stone and Gosling dance in a scene from “La La Land,” which took TIFF’s 2016 People’s Choice Award.
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“sometime/somewhere else,” 2001.

“Technicolor Mubarak,” 2001.

“Untitled” (Alphabet Book C), 2006.

From “Rant,” 2008.


